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Ls-2: THE POLICEMAN AND THE STRANGE BOOTS
1. Write the summary of „the policeman and the strange boots‟.
One day a colony watchman found a pair of new boots. He
handed it to nearby police station. The moment the policeman put
on the boots, strange things happened to him. When he wished to
be a sparrow, he was changed into a sparrow. A naughty boy
caught him and sold it to another boy. The sparrow escaped from
the boy and flew back to the police station. Remembering parrot
Polly‟s words and said them aloud. “Now, let us be men”, the
sparrow became a policeman again.
Ls-5: THE TEST

a. What does the fairy neem refer to?
Ans. The fairy neem refers to the neem tree. b. W ho said this line?
Ans. The mother said this line.
2. “Dear eyes, good night,
In golden light
The stars around you gleam;”
a. Who falls asleep?
Ans. The child falls asleep.
b. How do the stars seem?
Ans.The stars in the sky seem to shine brightly producing a golden
light.
Ls- 1: BLACK BEAUTY

1. Write a summary of „The Test‟.
Emperor Akbar conducted a test to choose an adviser. So, he
took off his cloak and laid down on the floor and asked the
courtiers to cover him from head to toe. Everybody tried but in vain.
Birbal took up the test and requested Akbar to draw up his knees.
Birbal could cover him from head to toe with that cloth and became
the king‟s adviser.
Ls-7: THE ELEPHANT AND THE CASSOWARY BIRD
1. Write the summary of „The Elephant and the Cassowary bird‟.
The boy‟s grandfather picked the cassowary bird from a
rubber planter. The baby elephant used to examine its wings.
Noticing baby elephant‟s attempts, the ill-tempered bird kicked him
straight from the hip and knee joints. A week later, when the baby
elephant came closer to the bird it drew up its fighting leg. But, this
time the elephant seized the bird with its trunk and pulled it down.

1. Jerry wanted butcher Braydon‟s __________
a. bait

b. light trap

c. pitfall

2. Dinah‟s family lived in a __________
a. farmhouse

b. mansion

c. hut

3. They selected their journey at __________
a. 8‟o clock

b. 4‟o clock

c. 10‟ o clock

4. Dinah Brown‟s __________ was dangerously ill.
a. Mother

b. Father

c. sister

5.Jerry tied up the flowers and thorn with long sprays of ________
a. rope

b.ivy

c. string

Ls-3: WHAT ROBIN TOLD
1. Robin built their nests with a wisp of ________.
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a. sticks

b. yellow hay

c. mud

Reference to Context

2. Robins hid their nest up among the ________.

1. “Dance through the fairy neem;

a. trees

From the poppy – bole.”

b. bushes

c. leaves

3. Robins built their nests where the ________ rarely creep.
a. Sunbeam

b. moonlight

c. fire

4. ________ eyed stars will peep and see.
a. Dull

b. Bright

c. Dark

Ls-4: THE LAZY CAMEL
1. The camel lived in the middle of the ________.
a. Howling desert

b. Jungle

c. Mountain

2. Camels can work for ________ days without eating.
a. seven

b. three

c. ten

3. The man asked the three animals to work ________ the times.
a. Double

b. Quadruple

c. triple

4. ________ came rolling in a cloud of dust.
a. Djinn

b. Jack

c. Jinn

5. ________ was looking at his own reflection in a pool of water.
a. Ox

b. Horse

c. Camel

